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1. **ITEM:** Temporary 1000 Space Parking Lot at ERP

2. **REQUESTING DEPARTMENT:** Parking & Transportation

3. **CONTACT NAMES & PHONE NUMBERS:** Bob Browand, x2-5750

4. **PRESENTER:** Bob Browand

5. **RECOMMENDATION/ACTION REQUESTED:** Approval

6. **SUMMARY:**
   This item requests approval for the construction of a gravel lot at the south end of the Energy research park campus, near Building 14 and the TCRC lease space.

   The parking surface will be crushed concrete or stone. Site lighting, rudimentary drainage, any necessary detention, code blue emergency phones, and security booths will all be provided.

   The project will alleviate parking shortages caused by several fall weekday football games and the displacement of several hundred parking spaces that will be lost during the construction of the 2016 parking garage. After the construction of the new garage, the temporary lot will be evaluated for new uses or may be overlaid with permanent paving.

7. **PROPOSED START DATE:** Upon approval

8. **SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION:** Conceptual Site Plan